
Bitcoiin B2G Wallet Now Operational

B2G Wallet, the third leg of the system, has now added
a two-factor authentication security system, user-chosen
passwords, a new easy-to-use user interface, and
unquestioned secure storage for user cryptocurrency
holdings.

Bitcoiin B2G has already proven itself to
be a success, and an exciting
opportunity for the cryptocurrency
community.

HONG KONG, CHINA, April 11, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Bitcoiin B2G
(www.bitcoiin.com) is pleased to
announce its companion wallet utility,
B2G Wallet (https://wallet.bitcoiin.com/),
is now fully operational.  This milestone,
combined the with fully-operational status
of Bitcoiin.com and trading platform
Thorex.net (www.thorex.net), signifies the
start of a new wave of cryptocurrency
capability. 

Three-Node Design: The Bitcoiin B2G
ecosystem was always designed to have
three functioning nodes:

•	Bitcoiin B2G—the home site for buying
Bitcoiin B2G;
•	Thorex.net—the trading platform for
instant transfers to and from B2G,
original bitcoiin, ETH, USD, Euros and
GBP; and
•	B2G Wallet—a safe, secure
cryptocurrency wallet, accessible
worldwide, in which to store users’ accumulated assets, including their B2G holdings.

Interoperability, Flexibility, Speed: The original design of Bitcoiin B2G’s three-part ecosystem was
intended to address a failing of the original bitcoin—i.e., slow transaction processing. While 10-minute
update cycles were state-of-the-art in 2008, the development of Ethereum’s blockchain algorithm has
allowed implementation at 10- to 15-second transaction posting speeds. After a highly-successful ICO
sale, Bitcoiin B2G hit the global market as a cryptocurrency, both for storing value and for transacting
peer-to-peer business, in late March 2018.

Bitcoiin B2G has already proven itself to be a success, and an exciting opportunity for the
cryptocurrency community.

Thorex.net’s fully-operational new on-boarding process, focusing on cryptocurrencies, Thorex.net
provides easy account set-up, efficient trading and a secure link to the Bitcoiin B2G crypto
ecosystem.
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B2G Wallet, the third leg of the system, has now added a two-factor authentication security system,
user-chosen passwords, a new easy-to-use user interface, and unquestioned secure storage for user
cryptocurrency holdings.

A Global Solution: Bitcoiin, B2G Wallet, and Thorex.net provide a comprehensive cryptocurrency
solution. Global autonomy, anonymity and security, allowing investors, buyers, sellers and traders
across the globe a fully-functional cryptocurrency ecosystem. These three nodes are optimized to
work together, and are backed up  by a mining operation designed and built by Dragon Mining
Technology. 

A Unique Opportunity:  Cryptocurrency enthusiasts, depositors and adventurers find opportunity in
buying, selling and trade Bitcoiin B2G cryptocoins on B2G Wallet. With this roll-out, the B2G
ecosystem assumes its place in cryptocurrency’s second generation. Catch the wave.

To sign up, convert tokens to Bitcoiin B2G, wallet-store and trade: www.bitcoiin.com .
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